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1. Introduction

The paper contains new results, but also a background that is of a review char-

acter, but the author believes that there are also novelties in the parts that describe

related results. It can be considered as continuation of our paper [61].

In section 2., we focus on ultrahyperbolic and pseudohermitian metrics, the Ahlfors-

Schwarz lemmas (see Chapter 1 of Ahlfors lovely book [2]) and to the estimate op-

posite to the Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma proved by the author.

In particular, we outline proof of Theorem 2.8, which is announced in the previ-

ous author work: If ρ is a complete C2 density on the unit disk D whose curvature
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is bounded from below by a constant −k2, k > 0, then HypD ≤ kρ on D, where

HypD(z) =
2

1−|z|2 . It turns out that our proof is relies on the generalized maximum

principle of Cheng and Yau which is used for example in proof Lemma 1.2 [79] by

Tam and Wan.

The planar Schwarz lemma for holomorphic and harmonic functions and the

Schwarz type inequalities for harmonic functions in multidimensional ball are con-

sidered in Section 3..

In the literature the Schwarz lemma for harmonic maps from U into itself which

fix the origin, Theorem 3.2 below, is often attributed to E. Heinz [27]. Later, in

1977, H. W. Hethcote [28] improved the planar results by removing the assumption

f(0) = 0. B. Burgeth [14] (1992) (see also the papers by H.A. Schwarz and E.J.P.G.

Schmidt cited there) considered the Schwarz lemma for harmonic and hyperbolic-

harmonic functions in higher dimensions and in [15] (1994) (see also the R.B. Bur-

ckel book cited there) the Schwarz type inequalities for harmonic functions in the

ball. In Axler et al. book [7] and Khavinson [34] also versions of the Schwarz

lemma for harmonic maps which fix origin are given. Although the Burgeth method

covers the case of dimension two and applies it to mappings that do not fix the coor-

dinate origin, researchers usually overlook his work. We have tried to draw attention

to his work in the author works with M.Svetlik, A. Khalfallah, M. Mhamdi and B.

Purtić [64, 36, 62, 67] and explain that it covers the case of dimension two, and in

this section we will also sketch the Burgeth method. M. Mateljević and M. Sveltik

[64](2020) basically using the strip method and principle of subordination proved a

Schwarz lemma for real harmonic functions defined on the planar unit disk with val-

ues in (−1, 1). Note that their results apply to mappings that do not fix the coordinate

origin. Burgeth method is presented in subsection 3..

The paper [32] by Kalaj-Vuorinen turned our attention to the subject and later we

realized that forms of the Schwarz lemma given in F. Colonna [20] and Khavinson

[34] are tightly related to [32].

At the end of this section we further discuss the subject including Liu conjecture

and announce new results concerning gradient estimate for functions represented by

the Poisson type kernels.

In section 4. we consider versions of the Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma related to nega-

tive curvatures and strip codomains. New results basically relied on the strip method,

which can be extended to pluriharmonic functions in several variables, simplify and

improve M. Marković results in [47].

Section 5. is devoted to the Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma for harmonic quasiregular

maps. We discuss briefly some properties of harmonic maps and the author result

with M. Knežević [41].

Concerning new results we prove that a harmonic quasi-isometric map between
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pinched Hadamard surfaces is bi-Lip, Theorem 5.5. The proof is based on Y. Benoist-

D. Hulin result that a harmonic quasi-isometric map between pinched Hadamard sur-

faces is quasiconformal (previously proved by V. Marković in the case of hyperbolic

disks; see Section 5. for more details).

In section 6. a short review of [6] is given. As an application of the Schwarz

lemma we outline a proof that the Bers space is characterized by means of maximal

ϕ-disks.

For the convenience of the reader we have tried to present the basic definitions

and properties of the subject we are considering. We are aware that our presentation

is incomplete, among other things, due to the goals of the journal to usually publish

the original results of a limited number of pages.

Also, due to the limited time for preparing the text, some parts of the text were

not ironed. Since there is a huge literature some relevant results are not cited and we

apologize to their authors.

2. The Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma

Hyperbolic distance and Schwarz lemma. By ∆, D or U we denote the unit

disk. Let B be the disk with center at z0 and radius r. Using the conformal automor-

phisms φa(z) = (z − a)/(1 − az), a ∈ ∆, of ∆, one can define pseudo-hyperbolic

distance on ∆ by

δ(a, b) = |φa(b)|, a, b ∈ ∆ .

Next, using the conformal mapA(ζ) = (ζ−z0)/r fromB onto ∆, one can define

pseudo-hyperbolic distance on B by

δB(z, w) = δ(A(z), A(w))

and the hyperbolic distance on B by

λ(z, w) = log
1 + δB(z, w)

1− δB(z, w)

for z, w ∈ B.

In particular, hyperbolic distance on the unit disk ∆ is

λ(z, ω) = log
1 + | z−ω

1−zω̄ |
1− | z−ω

1−zω̄ |
.

The classic Schwarz lemma states: If f : ∆ → ∆ is an analytic function, and if

f(0) = 0 , then |f(z)| ≤ |z| and |f ′(0)| ≤ 1. Equality |f(z)| = |z| with z 6= 0
or |f ′(0)| = 1 can occur only for f(z) = eiα z, α is a real constant.
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It was noted by Pick that result can be expressed in invariant form. We refer the

following result as the Schwarz-Pick lemma.

Theorem 2.1 (Schwarz-Pick lemma). LetF be an analytic function from a diskB
to another disk U . Then F does not increase the corresponding hyperbolic (pseudo-

hyperbolic) distances.

2.1. Curvature

A Riemannian metric given by the fundamental form

ds2 = ρ2( dx2 + vy2)

or vs = ρ|dz|, ρ > 0, is conformal with euclidian metric.

If ρ > 0 is a C2 function on ∆, the Gaussian curvature of a Riemannian metric

defined by ds = ρ|dz|, z = x + iy, (we call ρ metric density or simply density) on

∆ is expressed by the formula

K = Kρ = −ρ−2∆ log ρ.

Also we write K(ρ) instead of Kρ.

If we use notation

ds2 = σ( dx2 + dy2)

for metric, then the Gaussian curvature is

K = Kσ = − 1

2σ
∆ log σ .

If there is possibility of confusion with the above expression Kρ we can write

here K∗σ instead of Kσ. Recall that a pseudohermitian metric (density) on ∆ is a

non-negative upper semicontinuous function ρ such the set ρ−1(0) is discrete in ∆.

If u is an upper semicontinuous function, the lower generalized Laplacian of u
is defined by ([1], see also [24])

∆L u(ω) = 4 lim inf
r→0

1

r2

(
1

2π

∫ 2π

0
u(ω + reit) dt− u(ω)

)
.

When u is a C2 function , then the lower generalized Laplasian of u reduces to

the usual Laplacian

∆u = uxx + uyy .
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The Gaussian curvature of a pseudohermitian metric density ρ on ∆ is defined by the

formula

K = Kρ = −ρ−2∆L log ρ .

For all a > 0 define a family of functions λa

λa(z) =
2

a(1− |z|2) .

Also, it is convenient to write λ instead of λ1.

By standard calculation

∂∂ log λ = −∂∂ log(1− zz) = ∂
z

1− zz
=

1

(1− zz)2
.

Thus ∆λ = −λ2 and therefore K(λ) = −1. Hence the Gaussian curvature of density

λa is K(λa) = −a2. This family of Hermitian metrics on ∆ is of interest because it

allows an ordering of all pseudohermitian metrics on ∆ in the sense of Lemma 2.1

and Theorem 2.2 below, see [1].

IfM is a surface with the metric of the form ρ(z)|dz|2 in local z-coordinate, then

∆M = ∆0/ρ, where ∆0 = 4Dzz is Euclidean Laplacian, and KM = −1
2∆M log ρ.

We also write ∆ρ instead of ∆M .

2.2. The Ahlfors lemma 1 and ultrahyperbolic metrics

Lemma 2.1. If ρ satisfies K(ρ) ≤ −1 everywhere in D, then ρ(z) ≤ λ(z) for an

z ∈ D.

PROOF. We assume first that ρ has a continuous and strictly positive extension

to the closed disk. From ∆ log λ = λ2, ∆ log ρ ≥ ρ2 we have ∆(log λ − log ρ) ≤
λ2 − ρ2.

The function log λ−log ρ tends to +∞ when |z| → 1. It therefore has a minimum

in the unit disk.

At the point of minimum ∆(log λ − log ρ) ≥ 0 and hence λ2 − ρ2 ≥ 0 at that

point, proving that λ ≥ ρ everywhere. The general case follows easily, one uses

ρr(z) = rρ(rz) where r < 1 and lets r converge to 1.

We sketch another proof of the lemma based on the variation of the above argument.

Since ∆(log ρ−log λ) ≥ ρ2−λ2, now the function η = log ρ−log λ has a maximum

in the unit disk at a point z0. At the point of maximum ∆η(z0) ≤ 0 and hence

0 ≥ ρ2 − λ2.

It is natural to ask if the above lemma has a generalization to the nonconformal

case. Hence we have the following question:
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Question 1. Let S be a surface which is parametrized by the unit disk and with

first fundamental form ds2 := E dx2 + 2F dxdy + Gdy2. If KS ≤ −1 and dS is

the distance on S whether dS(z1, z2) ≤ Hyp(z1, z2), z1, z2 ∈ D ?

We outline an idea to consider this question. We can use conformal representation

of surfaces Jost [29] (Chapter 3, Theorem 3.1.1) to write ds in the form ds∗ =
ρ|dw|. More precisely there is mapping z = g(w) of the unit disk onto itself which

is an isometry between (S, ds) and (S, ds∗), i.e., dρ(z1, z2) = dS(z1, z2). Then we

apply Lemma 2.1.

The following theorem follows from the above lemma.

Theorem 2.2. Let ρ be a pseudohermitian metric density on ∆ such that

Kρ(z) ≤ −a2

for some a > 0. Then ρ ≤ λa.

This kind of estimate is similar to Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma.

Ahlfors lemma can be found in Ahlfors [2].

The hyperbolic metric density of a disk |z| < R is given by

λ∗R(z) =
2R

R2 − |z|2 .

Definition 2.1. A metric ρ is said to be ultrahyperbolic in a region Ω if it has the

following properties:

(a) ρ is upper semicontinuous; and

(b) at every z0 ∈ Ω with ρ(z0) > 0 there exits a supporting metric ρ0, defined

and class C2 in a neighborhood V of z0, such that ρ0 ≤ ρ and Kρ0 ≤ −1 in V , while

ρ0(z0) = ρ(z0).

Remark 2.1. It seems that hypotheses (a) and (b) imply that ρ is continuous.

Here we outline a simple argument. For given ε > 0 by hypothesis (a) there is δ1 > 0
such that (i) ρ(z)− ρ(z0) < ε for |z− z0| < δ1. By hypothesis (b) ρ0(z)− ρ0(z0) ≤
ρ(z) − ρ(z0). Since ρ0 is continuous there is δ2 > 0 such that −ε < ρ0(z) − ρ0(z0)
and therefore (ii) −ε < ρ(z)− ρ(z0). It follows from (i) and (ii) that ρ is continuous.

A metric ρ is said to be a-ultrahyperbolic, a > 0, in a region Ω if it has the

following properties:

(a) ρ is upper semicontinuous; and

(b) at every z0 ∈ Ω there exits a supporting metric ρ0, defined and class C2 in a

neighborhood V of z0, such that ρ0 ≤ ρ and Kρ0 ≤ −a2 in V , while ρ0(z0) = ρ(z0).
Note that ρ is ultrahyperbolic iff ρ/a is a-ultrahyperbolic.

The notion of an ultrahyperbolic metric makes sense, and the theorem remains

valid if Ω is replaced by a Riemann surface.
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2.3. The Poincaré metric of a domain

If ρ is ultrahyperbolic in |z| < R, then ρ ≤ λ∗R. In particular, if ρ is ultrahyper-

bolic in the whole plane, then ρ = 0. Hence there is no ultrahyperbolic metric in the

whole plane. The same is true of the punctured plane C∗ = {z : z 6= 0}. Indeed, if

ρ were ultrahyperbolic metric in the whole plane, then ρ(ez) | ez | would be ultrahy-

perbolic in the whole plane. These are only cases in which ultrahyperobolic metric

fails to exist.

Theorem 2.3. In a plane region Ω whose complement has at least two points,

there exists a unique maximal ultrahyperbolic metric, and this metric has constant

curvature −1.

Such domains we call hyperbolic domains.

The maximal metric is called the Poincaré metric of Ω, and we denote it by λΩ or

hypΩ. It is maximal in the sense that every ultrahyperbolic metric ρ satisfies ρ ≤ λΩ
throughout Ω.

The proof of Theorem 2.3 can be based on nonelementary result that there is

complete holomorphic covering π : U → Ω (see section 4. for more details). Using

holomorphic covering π : U → S, one can define the pseudo-hyperbolic and the

hyperbolic metric on Ω. In particular, if S = G is hyperbolic planar domain we can

use

(I-1) hypΩ(πz)|π′(z)| = hypd(z) and

(I-2) IfG and D are hyperbolic domains and f is a conformal mapping of D onto

G, then hypG(fz)|f ′(z)| = hypD(z).

Let Ca,b be the complement of two point set {a, b}. By Theorem 2.4 below there

is a complete holomorphic covering Ca,b by the unit disk and therefore there is the

Poincaré metric on Ca,b which we denote by λa,b. Before statement of Theorem 2.4

we introduce a group Γ.

Let Γ be the group generated by σ and τ , where

σ(z) =
z

2z + 1
, τ(z) = z + 2. (2.1)

LetQ be the set of all z which satisfy y > 0,−1 ≤ x < 1, |2z+1| ≥ 1, |2z−1| ≥ 1.

Q is a fundamental domain of Γ.

Theorem 2.4. (i) There exists a function φ = P0,1 analytic on the upper half

plane H
+, which is invariant under Γ and the range Ω∗ = C0,1 of φ is the region

consisting of all complex number different from 0 and 1.

(ii) φ has the real axis as its natural boundary.
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PROOF. We construct such map, the so-called modular function, as follows. Let

E = {0 < x < 1, y > 0, |2z − 1| > 1}. Then ∂E = l1 ∪ l2 ∪ l3, where l1 = {iy :
y > 0}, l2 = {z : |2z − 1| = 1, y > 0} and l3 = {1 + iy : y > 0}. In view of the

Riemann mapping theorem, there is φ mapping E to H, l1, l2, l3 to (−∞, 0), (0, 1)
and (1,∞) respectively, and fixing 0, 1,∞. Let E∗ denote the reflection of E through

{|2z − 1| = 1}. By the Schwarz reflection principle we can extend φ to a conformal

mapping of E ∪ E∗ ∪ l2 to C \ (−∞, 0] ∪ [1,∞). By continuing to reflect we can

extend φ to all of V0 = {0 < x < 1, y > 0} taking its values in C \ {0, 1}. Define

Ln = {x = n}, where n is integer. We can first reflect across L0 and extend ψ to

all of V1 = {−1 < x < 1, y > 0} and then reflect across L1 and then reflect across

a convenient subsequence of Ln one can extend φ to all of H. From the construction

the extended φ is a covering map of H over Ω∗.

One can prefer to construct directly covering of C0,1 with d, cf. [72]; let D1

be an ideal triangle with vertices z1 = 1, z2 = ei2π/3 and z3 = e−i2π/3, and l1 =
z1z2, l2 = z2z3 and l3 = z3z1. In view of the Riemann mapping theorem, there is

λ mapping D1 to H, l1, l2, l3 to (−∞, 0), (0, 1) and (1,∞) respectively, and fixing

0, 1,∞; further proceed by the reflection as above.

Example 2.1. If a ∈ D, use the mapping ϕ = ϕ−a ◦ exp from {z : Re z < 0} to

D \ {a} construct hyperbolic metric on D \ {a}.

2.4. The Ahlfors lemma 2

The next theorem generalize Lemma 2.1.

Theorem 2.5 (Ahlfors Lemma 1). Suppose ρ is an ultrahyperbolic metric on ∆.

Then ρ ≤ λ.

PROOF. Since log λ− log ρ is lower semicontinuous the existence of a minimum

is assured at a point z0 with ρ(z0) 6= 0. The function log λ − log ρ has also local

minimum at z0 and we apply the same reasoning as before.

The version presented in [22] has a slightly modified definition of supporting

metric. This modification and formulation is due to Earle. This version has been used

(see [22]) to prove that Teichmüller distance is less than equal to Kobayashi′s on

Teichmüller space.

Ahlfors [2] proved a stronger version of Schwarz’s lemma and Ahlfors lemma 1.

Theorem 2.6 (Ahlfors lemma). Let f be an analytic mapping of ∆ into a region

on which there is given ultrahyperbolic metric ρ. Then ρ[f(z)] |f ′(z)| ≤ λ.
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The proof consists of observation that ρ[f(z)] |f ′(z)| is an ultrahyperbolic metric

on ∆. Observe that the zeros of f ′(z) are singularities of this metric.

Note that if f is the identity map on ∆ we get Theorem 2.5 (Ahlfors lemma 1)

from Theorem 2.6.

Ahlfors [2], used Theorem 2.6 to prove Bloch and the Picard theorems. Ultrahy-

pebolic metrics (without the name) were introduced by Ahlfors. They found many

applications in the theory of several complex variables.

To understand the notion of ultrahyperbolic metric, we advise the interested reader

to construct an example of ultrahyperbolic metric which is not hyperbolic; see Ex-

ample 2.3 below.

2.5. Elementary examples

By D
′ and Ca,b we denote the punctured disk D \ {0} and the complement of the

set {a, b} and its Poincaré metric densities by σ0 and λa,b respectively. We also by

H+ and P− denote the upper half plane {z : Im z > 0} and the left half plane

{z : Re z < 0} respectively.

If φ : G∗ → G is conformal and ρ a metric density on G , then by

(1): ρ∗(w) = ρ(φ(w))|φ′(w)|,
we can define a metric density on G∗ (pull back of ρ). Using notation z = φ(w), we

can rewrite (1) as ρ∗(w) = ρ(z)|z′(w)|. In particular, if ρ = hypG then ρ∗ = hypG∗ .

Example 2.2. 1. Check that λH+(z) = 1/y and λP−(z) = −1/x.

2. Prove that

λ0,1(z) ≤ σ0(z) =

(
|z| log 1

|z|

)−1

(2.2)

for z ∈ D
′.

We outline a proof of (2.2).

PROOF. Note that mapping E defined by w → ew maps P− onto D
′ and locally

has inverse e−1 which we write simply as w = w(z). If z = ew, then (2): Rew =
log |z|, and z′ = ew, |z′(w)| = |z| and therefore (3): |w′(z)| = 1/|z|. By (1)

σ0(z) = λP−(w)|w′(z)| = 1
|Rew| |w′(z)| and then by (2) and (3)

σ0(z) =
1

| log |z||
1

|z| =
(
|z| log 1

|z|

)−1

.

Hence we obtain (2.2).
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Example 2.3. (i) For 0 < a < 1, K(aλ∗s) ≤ −1 and if s < a/b, then aλ∗s(0) =
2a/s > 2b = bλ(0). Choose b < a < 1 and s = a/b > 1. Then in addition

K(bλ) < −1 and aλ∗s(0) = 2b. Since λ = ∞ for |z| = 1 equation bλ − aλ∗s = 0
in z has a solution r1 ∈ (0, 1). Set ρ = aλ∗s for |z| ≤ r1 and ρ = bλ for r1 < |z| < 1.

For every fixed y ∈ (−1, 1), ρ(x, y) as function of x has minimum for x = 1/2.

Is ρ an ultrahyperbolic metric on U? The answer is yes.

(ii) Let ρ is defined on D = U ∩ B(1, 1) by ρ = λ for Re z ≥ 1/2 and ρ(z) =
λ(1− z) for Re z ≤ 1/2.

Is ρ an ultrahyperbolic metric on D ? The answer is yes.

(iii) Let G1 = {|z| < 1, |z| < |z − 1|}, G2 = {|z − 1| < 1, |z| > |z − 1|},

G = G1 ∪G2 and G3 the complement of G.

Let us construct hyperbolic density on G1 \ {0} which has continuous extension

to bG1. Set l = [1,∞), Cl = C \ l and let ζ(z) maps conformally on the unit disk.

On D
′ we consider hyperbolic density σ1 which is restriction of Poincare density σ

of B(0, e4)′ (the punctured disk 0 < |ζ| < e4) and then we transform σ to hyperbolic

density ρl on Cl. Here we have explicit formulas

σ1(ζ) =
1

|ζ|(4− log |ζ|)−1

and ρl(z) = σ1(ζ)|ζ ′(z)|. Let ρ on G1 is the restriction of ρl, and extend ρ on G2

and G3 by symmetry ρ(1 − z) = ρ(z) and ρ(1/z) = |z|2ρ(z). The extended metric

is clearly continuous. Show that ρ is ultrahyperbolic on G and therefore λ0,1 ≥ ρ on

G1.

(iv) Hence log λ0,1 = − log |z| − log log |1/z| + O(1) for z → 0 (see[2] for

details).

The mapping ζ(z) is given explicitly by

ζ(z) = A(
√
1− z),

where A(w) = (w − 1)/(w + 1) with Re
√
1− z > 0.

2.6. An inequality opposite to the Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma

Mateljević [52] proved an estimate opposite to the Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma.

A metric H|dz| is said to be superhyperbolic in a region Ω if it has the following

properties :

(a) H is continuous (more general, lower semicontinuous) on Ω.

(b) at every z0 there exists a supporting metric (from above) H0, defined and

class C2 in a neighborhood V of z0, such that H0 ≥ H and KH0
≥ −1 in V , while

H0(z0) = H(z0).
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A metric H|dz| is said to be b-superhyperbolic in a region Ω if it has the follow-

ing properties:

(a) H is continuous (more general, lower semicontinuous) on Ω.

(b) there is b > 0 such that at every z0 there exists a supporting metric (from

above) H0, defined and class C2 in a neighborhood V of z0, such that H0 ≥ H and

KH0
≥ −b2 in V , while H0(z0) = H(z0).

Theorem 2.7 ([52]). Suppose H is a superhyperbolic metric on ∆ for which

(c) H(z) tends to +∞ when |z| tends to 1−.

Then λ ≤ H .

PROOF. Let ρr(z) = 2r(1− |rz|2)−1, where r ∈ (0, 1), and let

Ψr(z) = log |H(z)| − log ρr(z) .

By the hypothesis of theorem Ψr has a minimum on D at a point z0. Let H0 be

supporting metric density from above to H at z0 in a neighborhood V and

τr(z) = log |H0(z)| − log ρr(z) .

τr has a minimum on V at z0 and so

(1) 0 ≤ ∆τr(z0) = ∆ log |H0(z0)| −∆ log ρr(z0) .

By the hypothesis, we have

KH0
(z0) = −H0(z0)

−2(∆ logH0)(z0) ≥ −1 ,

that is

(∆ logH0)(z0) ≤ H0(z0)
2 ,

and

(∆ log ρr)(z0) = (ρr(z0))
2 .

Hence by (1),

(2) 0 ≤ ∆τr(z0) = ∆ log |H0(z0)| −∆ log ρr(z0) ≤ H2
0 (z0)− (ρr(z0))

2

and therefore ρr(z0) ≤ H0(z0). Since H0(z0) = H(z0) it follows that Ψr has non-

negative minimum at z0 and hence we conclude that ρr ≤ H for every z ∈ D. If r
tends to 1−, we find ρ ≤ H on D.
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We need a special case of known lemma of Cheng and Yau (the generalized max-

imum principle of Cheng and Yau).

Lemma 2.2. Let (S, g) be a complete surface with the Gaussian curvature bounded

below by some constant. If there two positive constant a, b > 0 such that

∆gu ≥ aebu − c

near the boundary of M , then u is bounded from above.

Remark 2.2. 1. Let H be complete density on D with curvature KH ≥ −1.

Since KH = −∆H2 logH , by the hypothesis, we have ∆H2u ≥ −1, where

u = − logH and we can not directly apply Lemma 2.2.

Note here that in subsection 2. (below) we state the generalized maximum

principle of Cheng and Yau as Lemma 2.4 which is much more general result

than Lemma 2.2 (see below). Since the function f = −1 does not satisfy (2.3)

in this lemma we also can not directly apply it here.

2. But if we consider η = log λ− logH , then

∆H2η ≥ λ2

H2
− 1

and hence since λ
H = eη , we obtain ∆H2η ≥ e2η − 1. By Lemma 2.2, we

conclude that there is a real number c such that η ≤ c and therefore log λ−c ≤
logH , i.e., H ≥ e−cλ. Hence H tends +∞ if |z| → 1−0.

3. There is interesting phenomenon in our approach. Namely we can not prove

directly that u0 = − logH is bounded above but if we add term λ which tends

to +∞, we can apply the generalized maximum principle. It seems that we

need to investigate this phenomenon.

By item (3) of the remark we have:

Claim 1. if H is a complete density on D with curvature KH ≥ −1, then H
tends to +∞ as |z| tends to 1.

Repeat

K(z0) = −H0(z0)
−2(∆ logH0)(z0) ≥ −1 ,

that is

(∆ logH0)(z0) ≤ H0(z0)
2 .

By applying a method developed by Yau in [87] (or by generalized maximum princi-

ple of Cheng and Yau [18] ), it follows that this result holds if we suppose instead of

(c) that

(d) H is a complete metric on ∆.
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Theorem 2.8. If ρ is a complete C2 density on the unit disk D whose curvature

bounded from below by a constant −k2, k > 0, then hypD ≤ kρ on D.

We postpone for moment the proof of this result.1

During the consideration of this theorem, we had a problem to justify application

of the maximum principle and we realized that we can not apply directly Theorem

2.7. Then we found that in proof Lemma 1.2 [79] Tam-Wan justified application of

the generalized maximum principle.

Here we will consider again their lemma.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose u1, u2 ∈ C2(D) eu2 |dz| is a complete metric on D, ∆0u1 ≥
e2u1 and ∆0u2 ≤ e2u2 . Then (1) u1 ≤ u2.

Recall that ∆0 denotes the euclidean Laplacian.

PROOF. Set η = u1 − u2. Then ∆0η ≥ e2u1 − e2u2 and therefore (2) ∆ρ2η =
e−2u2∆0η ≥ e2η − 1. Hence, by applying generalized maximum principle there is

c such that η < c. Next let η∗ = sup η < +∞. By Omori-Yau maximum principle

(see below) there exists a sequence of points {zk}, k ∈ N, in D with the properties

(i) η(zk) > η∗ − 1

k
, (ii) |∇g2η(zk)| <

1

k
, and (iii) △g2η(zk) <

1

k
.

By (i), (iii) and (2), e2η(zk) − 1 ≤ 1/k and therefore e2η
∗ ≤ 1. Hence η∗ ≤ 0.

We can avoid using Omori-Yau maximum principle in the above proof. Under

hypothesis of the lemma set ρ1 = eu1 and ρ2 = eu2 . Then K(ρ1) ≤ −1 and

K(ρ2) ≥ −1 If set η = λ − u2, then as above by applying generalized maximum

principle there is c such that η < c and therefore λ−ρ2 < c and ρ2 satisfies hypothesis

Theorem 2.7 and by application of this theorem λ ≤ ρ2. Finally by the Ahlfors

lemma ρ1 ≤ λ ≤ ρ2 (1) follows. Thus we have proved

Claim 2. Under hypothesis of the lemma, ρ1 ≤ λ ≤ ρ2.

From this claim Theorem 2.8 follows.

Versions of the Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma and opposite inequalities to the Ahlfors-

Schwarz lemma we shortly call the comparison principle for metrics.

Claim 3. If ρ+ and ρ are densities on D, ρ+ is a complete, Kρ+(z) ≥ −a2 and

Kρ(z) ≤ −b2, a, b > 0. Then (a/b)ρ+ ≥ ρ.

PROOF. By the comparison principle for metric we have, ρ+ ≥ λa, ρ ≤ λb and

therefore aρ+ ≥ λ ≥ bρ.

1A. Seepi asked me in privative communication for the paper in which this result is proved.
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We leave the interested reader to consider the following result.

Theorem 2.9. If ρ and σ are two metrics on ∆, σ complete and 0 > Kσ ≥ Kρ

on ∆, then σ ≥ ρ.

This theorem remains valid if ρ is ultrahyperbolic metric and σ superhyperbolic

metric on ∆. Also, we can get further generalizations if ∆ is replaced by a Riemann

surface.

The method of sub-solutions and super-solutions have been used in study harmonic

maps between surfaces.

2.7. Omori-Yau (O-Y) maximum principle

We first need definition of Ricci tensor.

Definition 2.2. For a manifold (M,g) of dimension n, the description of the

Ricci tensor evaluated on a unit length vector X ∈ TpM ,p ∈M , is given by

Ric(X,X) =

n∑

j=2

k(LX,ej),

where (X, e2, . . . , en) is an orthonormal basis of TpM and where k(LX,ej ) is the

sectional curvature of the plane Lj = LX,ej generated by X and ej inside TpM .

Since the sectional curvature of a plane Lj is just the Gaussian curvature at p of

the surface Sj = exp(Lj), we find Ric(X,X) =
∑n

j=2KSj
(p), where KSj

is the

gaussian curvature of Sj . If n = 2 this is Ric(X,X) = KM (p). Since Ric at a point

p is entirely determined by its values on unit vectors as above, it is easy to deduce

that you get in fact Ric = KMg as tensors.

Lemma 2.4 (The generalized maximum principle of Cheng and Yau). Let (M,g)
be a complete manifold with the Ricci curvature bounded below by some constant.

Suppose that u is a real valued function, and u ∈ C2(M) satisfies ∆gu ≥ f(u),
where f(x) is a continuous function which is positive and non-decreasing near ∞
and satisfies

∫ ∞

p
dt

(∫ t

q
f(x) dx

)−1/2

<∞ (2.3)

for some constants p > q. Then u is bounded from above.

In particular if there are two positive constant a, b > 0 such that ∆gu ≥ aebu− c
near the boundary of M , then u is bounded from above.
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For example f(x) = c(e2x − e−2x − 1), which is positive and non-decreasing as

x tends to +∞. The function f(x) satisfies the above inequality. In our situations,

we usually take f(x) = Aeax−Be−bx−C for some constants a, b,A,B, and C > 0
to apply the Lemma.

For an introduction to the generalized Omori-Yau maximum principle and its

applications to geometry see for example L. J. Alı́as slides lecture [4]. Following

the terminology introduced by Pigola,Rigoli and Setti (2005), the Omori-Yau (O-Y)

maximum principle is said to hold on a Riemannian manifold M if, for any smooth

function u ∈ C2(M) with u∗ = supu < +∞ there exists a sequence of points

{xk}, k ∈ N, in M with the properties

(i) u(xk) > u∗ − 1

k
, (ii) |∇u(xk)| <

1

k
, and (iii) △u(xk) <

1

k
.

Equivalently, for any smooth function u ∈ C2(M) with u∗ = inf u > −∞ there

exists a points {xk}, k ∈ N, in M with the properties

(i) u(xk) > u∗ +
1

k
, (ii) |∇u(xk)| <

1

k
, and (iii) △u(xk) >

1

k
.

Theorem 2.10 (Omori-Yau maximum principle). The O-Y maximum principle

holds on every complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci curvature bounded from

below.

The weak Omori-Yau (O-Y) maximum principle is said to hold on a Riemannian

manifold M if, for any smooth function u ∈ C2(M) with u∗ = supu < +∞ there

exists a points {xk}, k ∈ N, in M with the properties (i) u(xk) > u∗ − 1/k, and (iii)

△u(xk) < 1/k.

As proved by Pigola, Rigoli and Setti (2001), the fact that the weak Omori-Yau

maximum principle holds on M is equivalent to the stochastic completeness of the

manifold. This is equivalent (among other conditions) to the fact that for every λ > 0,

the only non-negative bounded smooth solution u of ∆u ≥ λu on M is the constant

u = 0. In particular, every parabolic Riemannian manifold is stochastically complete.

3. The planar Schwarz lemma for holomorphic functions and

multidimensional for harmonic maps

3.1. The Schwarz lemma for holomorphic functions

(i) By C we denote the complex plane, by U the unit disk and by T the unit circle.

By ∂G or bG we denote the boundary of a set G.
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If f is a function on a set X and x ∈ X sometimes we write fx instead of

f(x). For x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ R
n and u ∈ TxR

n, we denote by |u| = |u|e the

Euclidean norm of u. Let G be an open set in R
n. For a mapping f : G→ R

m which

is differentiable at x ∈ G by f ′(x) (or dfx = (df)x we denote the corresponding

linear mapping from the tangent space TxR
n into the tangent space TfxR

m and by

|f ′(x)| (or ||( df)x||; shortly |( df)x|) its norm with respect to the given norms on G
and f(G).

(ii) Throughout this paper by S(a, b) we denote the set (a, b) × R, −∞ ≤ a <
b ≤ ∞, and in particular we write S0 for S(−1, 1). Note that S(a, b) is a strip

if −∞ < a < b < ∞ and S(a,+∞) is a half-plane if a is a real number, and

S(−∞,+∞) = C.

(iii) If w is a complex number by u = Rew we denote the corresponding real

part, and in a similar way if f is a complex-valued function defined on set G we

usually write f = u + iv, where u and v are real valued functions defined on G by

u(z) = Re f(z) and v(z) = Im f(z), z ∈ G. We write u = Re f and v = Im f and

call it the corresponding real and imaginary part of the function f respectively; and

by ∇f(z) = (f ′x, f
′
y) we denote the complex gradient of f .

(iv) Let D be a domain in z = x + iy-plane and ds a Riemannian metric on

D which is conformal with Euclidean metric. Then ds is given by the fundamental

form ds = ρ|dz|, ρ > 0. In this paper we suppose that ρ is continuous function on

the corresponding domain. In some situations it is convenient to call ρ shortly metric

density and denote by dρ the corresponding metric.

A plane region D whose complement has at least two points we call a hyperbolic

plane domain. It is an important result in the geometric function theory that on a

hyperbolic plane domain there is a unique complete hyperbolic density(metric) whose

the Gaussian curvature is −1. For a hyperbolic plane domain D, we also denote by

ρD (or λD) the hyperbolic density (and by abusing notation the hyperbolic metric

occasionally), by dD the hyperbolic metric and by σD the pseudo-hyperbolic metric

on D. If we wish to be more specific we denote by hypD(z) the hyperbolic density

at z ∈ D and by dhyp,D (or simple hypD) the hyperbolic metric. To avoid abusing

of notation we write HypD(z1, z2) for the hyperbolic distance between z1, z2 ∈ D.

Occasionally by λ0 and ρ0 we denote respectively hyperbolic metric on the unit disk

and on the strip S0.

In this paper we choose that the hyperbolic density (metric) on the unit disk U is

given by

hypU(z) =
2

1− |z|2 , z ∈ U . (3.1)

This is motivated by the fact that then the Gaussian curvature of this metric is −1.
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For the convenience of the reader we first collect and stress the following simple

properties (A-1), (A-2), (I)–(IV).

(A-1) If φ is a conformal mapping of a planar domain D onto U, we define the

hyperbolic density on D by hypD(z) = hypU(φz)|φ′(z)|, z ∈ D.

(A-2) If G and D are simply connected domains different from C and φ confor-

mal mapping of D onto G, then hypG(φz)|φ′(z)| = hypD(z), z ∈ D.

In particular, using a conformal mapping from the unit disk U onto S0 one can de-

fine the hyperbolic density hypS0 of S0 and get the following version of Schwarz-Pick

lemma(see Section 3. for more details and more general versions related to hyperbolic

domains):

(I) If G is a simply connected domain different from C and ω a holomorphic

mapping from U into G, then ||( dω)z|| ≤ 1, for every z ∈ U, where ||( dω)z||
is defined with respect to the hyperbolic norms on the corresponding tangent

spaces TzC and TωzC.

For a more general version of (I) (concerning the corresponding results related to

hyperbolic domains) see Proposition 3.2 and (ScAh1) for the geometric form below.

In particular if G = S0, in the statement (I), the following holds:

(I-1) (i) Suppose that ω is a holomorphic mapping from the unit disk U into S0.

a) Then hypS0(ωz)|ω′(z)| ≤ hypU(z), z ∈ U, with the equality at some z ∈ U

if and only if ω is a conformal mapping of U onto S0.

b) If in addition to (i), we have ω(0) = 0, then |ω′(0)| ≤ 4/π with the equality

if and only if ω is a conformal mapping of U onto S0 with ω(0) = 0.

Note that by the definition given by the equation (3.1), hypU(0) = 2, and it is

well known that hypS0(0) = π/2 (see Example 3.2 below) and therefore b) follows

from a).

We will use the following connection between harmonic and holomorphic func-

tions:

(II). If f = u + iv is a complex valued harmonic and F = U + iV holomorphic

function on a region D such that Re f = ReF on D (in this setting we say

that F is associated to f ), then

(a) F ′ = Ux + iVx = Ux − iUy = ux − iuy = ∇u, and ∇u = (ux, uy).

(b) In particular, |F ′| = |∇u| = |∇u|.
The following property of strip domains is crucial for our derivation of Schwarz

lemma for harmonic and pluriharmonic functions:
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(III) – strip property in connection with harmonic functions:

(IIIa) the hyperbolic density hypS(a,b)(w) on S(a, b), −∞ < a < b ≤ ∞, (in partic-

ular, for hypS0(w) on S0, see (3.6) below), depends only on Re (w).

(IIIb) Suppose that D is a simply connected plane domain and f : D → S(a, b) is a

complex harmonic function on D.

Then it is known from the standard course of complex analysis that

(i): there is an analytic function F on D such that Re f = ReF on D, and it is

clear that

(ii) F : D → S(a, b).

By (I)-(III) it is readable that we have

Proposition 3.1 ([60, Proposition 2.4], [32, 17]). Let u : U → (−1, 1) be har-

monic function and let F be holomorphic function which is associated to u. Then

ρS(u(z))|∇u(z)| = ρS(F (z))|F ′(z)| ≤ ρU(z) for all z ∈ U. (3.2)

Note the above simple method described by the properties (I)-(III) is basically

based on the Schwarz-Pick lemma for holomorphic maps from U into S and it yields

a proof of the above proposition to which we refer as the Schwarz-Pick lemma related

to distortion for harmonic functions from U into (−1, 1).
It is convenient that the properties (I)-(III) together with Proposition 3.1 we

shortly call the strip property of harmonic functions and refer to it as the strip method.

3.2. The Schwarz lemma for real harmonic functions

For planar domains D and G we denote by Hol(D,G) (respectively Har(D,G)) the

class of all holomorphic (respectively harmonic) mappings from G into D. For com-

plex Banach manifolds X and Y we denote by O(X,Y ) the class of all holomorphic

mappings from X into Y .

We write z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn) ∈ C
n. On C

n we define the standard Hermitian

inner product by

〈z, w〉 =
n∑

k=1

zkwk

for z, w ∈ C
n and by |z| =

√
〈z, z〉 we denote the norm of vector z. By B = Bn

we denote the unit ball in C
n. In particular we use also notation U and H for the unit

disk and the upper half-plane in the complex plane respectively.

The following statement is useful in applications.
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Lemma 3.1. Let D and G be planar domains with metric densities σ and ρ
respectively. If f is a C1 mapping of D into G and

|f ′(z)|ρ(f(z)) ≤ σ(z), z ∈ D,

then

dρ(fz, fw) ≤ dσ(z, w), z, w ∈ D.

Note that we do not suppose here that metric densities σ and ρ are hyperbolic.

It seems that results of this type are well known and that proofs are straightfor-

ward. For example, in particular if the densities are hyperbolic this result is used in

[41] (see 3.A and 3.B there).

If G is an hyperbolic domain and z ∈ G, for a vector v ∈ TzC we define

|v|hyp = hyp(z)|v|e. For convenience of the reader we outline some basic facts

related to planar Schwarz lemma (see also [57]). For z1 ∈ U, define

Tz1(z) =
z − z1
1− z1z

,

ϕz1 = −Tz1 and σ = σU by

σ(z1, z2) = |Tz1(z2)| =
∣∣∣∣
z − z1
1− z1z

∣∣∣∣ .

We call σ the pseudo-hyperbolic distance.

By Riemann mapping theorem simply connected domains different from C are

conformally equivalent to U. Using this important result one can transfer the concept

of the pseudo-hyperbolic distance on simply connected domains different from C and

it is shown that the pseudo-hyperbolic distance σ and the hyperbolic distance ρ are

related by

σ = tanh(ρ/2).

The following result, which we call the classical Schwarz lemma 1-the unit disk,

is a corollary of the maximum modulus principle:

(Sc) Suppose that ω : U → U is an analytic map and ω(0) = 0. Then

(i) |ω(z)| ≤ |z| and (ii) |ω′(0)| ≤ 1.

Using conformal authomorphisms of U one can derive from (i) and (ii) the

following results (Sc1) and (SP1) below:
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(Sc1) If ω : U → U is an analytic map, then

|ω′(z)| ≤ 1− |ωz|2
1− |z|2 , z ∈ U. (3.3)

We can rewrite this inequality in the form:

(Sc2) [Classical Schwarz lemma 2-the unit disk].

Suppose that ω : U → U is an analytic map and z ∈ U.

If v ∈ TzC and v
∗ = dωz(v), then

|v∗|λ0
≤ |v|λ0

.

(SP1) Classical Schwarz-Pick lemma. If ω ∈ Hol(U,U), then

σU(ωz1, ωz2) ≤ σU(z1, z2), z1, z2 ∈ U.

It is straightforward to derive from (SP1):

(SP2) IfG andD are simply connected domains different from C and ω ∈ Hol(G,D),
then

ρD(ωz, ωz
′) ≤ ρG(z, z

′), z, z′ ∈ G.

If D is a hyperbolic domain, using holomorphic covering π : U → D, one can

define the pseudo-hyperbolic and the hyperbolic metric on D; and use it to derive a

generalized version of the classical planar Schwarz-Pick lemma for the unit disk and

of (SP2), which holds hyperbolic domains:

Proposition 3.2 (ScAh). IfG andD are hyperbolic domains and ω ∈ Hol(G,D),
then

HypD(ωz, ωz
′) ≤ HypG(z, z

′), z, z′ ∈ G.

We will refer to this result shortly as the Schwarz-Ahlfors-Pick lemma. This

result has useful geometric form, which is an extension of (Sc2) and (I) a):

Proposition 3.3 (ScAh1). a) If G and D are hyperbolic domains and ω a holo-

morphic mapping from D into G, then ||( dω)z|| ≤ 1, for every z ∈ D, where the

norm is defined with respect to the hyperbolic norms on the corresponding tangent

spaces Tz and Tωz . This property can be expressed in terms of hyperbolic densities:

b) hypG(ωz)|ω′(z)| ≤ hypD(z), z ∈ D, or in the equivalent form:

c) If z ∈ G, v ∈ TzC and v
∗ = dωz(v), then

|v∗|hyp ≤ |v|hyp.
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We also need the following result:

(A3) If G1 and G2 are planar hyperbolic domains such that G1 ⊂ G2, then

HypG2
(z1, z2) ≤ HypG1

(z1, z2), z1, z2 ∈ G1.

In the following examples we give explicit formula for a conformal mapping of

U onto S0 and use it to compute the hyperbolic density of a strip domain and a half-

plane.

Example 3.1. Let S1 = {w : |Rew| < π/4}. It is easy to check that tan maps

S1 onto U. Let B(w) =
π

4
w and f0 = tan ◦B, i.e., f0(w) = tan

(π
4
w
)

. Then f0

maps S0 onto U. Further set

A0(z) =
1 + z

1− z
, and let φ = i

2

π
logA0;

that is φ = φ0 ◦ A0, where φ0 = i
2

π
log. Let φ̂ be defined by φ̂(z) = −φ(iz).

Note that φ maps I0 = (−1, 1) onto y-axis and φ̂ maps I0 onto itself, and that

φ̂ = 4/π arctan is the inverse function of f0. Hence (i1): φ̂′(0) = 4/π and if f is a

conformal map of U onto S0 with f(0) = 0, then (i2): |f ′(0)| = 4/π. If û = Re φ̂,

then

û =
2

π
arg

(
1 + iz

1− iz

)
(3.4)

and û maps I0 = (−1, 1) onto itself.

Example 3.2. If Π = {w : Rew > 0}, then using A0, defined in Example 3.1,

we can compute

hypΠ(w) =
1

Rew
.

Hence if G = S(a,∞) and ρ is hyperbolic density on G, we find

ρ(w) =
1

Rew − a
. (3.5)

If we denote by ρ0 hyperbolic density on S0, then using f0, defined in Example

3.1, we can check that for w = u+ iv ∈ S0,

ρ0(w) = hypS0(w) =
π

2

1

cos(πu2 )
. (3.6)

If a, b ∈ R, a < b, the linear map L defined by L(w) = (2w − (a + b))/(b − a),
maps S(a, b) conformally onto S0 and using it we find ρ(w) = ρ0(Lw)2/(b − a).

Hence for w ∈ S(a, b), we get

ρ(w) = hypS(a,b)(w) =
π

b− a
· 1

cos
(
π
2 [(2u− (a+ b))/(b − a)]

) . (3.7)
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Now we can rewrite (I-1)a) in more explicit form:

(I-2) If F is holomorphic map from U into S0, then by a very special case of

Schwarz-Ahlfors-Pick lemma(see also the property (I)),

ρ0(F (z))|F ′(z)| ≤ 2(1− |z|2)−1, z ∈ U, (3.8)

where ρ0 is given by (3.6). Thus we have

Proposition 3.4 (Sc-Ah.0). a) If F is holomorphic map from U into S0, then

|F ′(z)| ≤ 2(1−|z|2)−1/ρ0(F (z)) =
4

π
cos
(π
2
U(z)

)
(1−|z|2)−1, z ∈ U, (3.9)

where U = ReF .

b) If G = S(a,∞) and F is holomorphic map from U into G, then

|F ′(z)| ≤ 2

(1− |z|2)ρ(F (z)) = 2(ReF (z)− a)(1− |z|2)−1, z ∈ U, (3.10)

where ρ is the hyperbolic density on G.

Since ρ0(0) = π/2 and λ0(0) = 2, (I-1)b) is a corollary of this proposition.

Definition 3.1 (H0). In this paper we frequently use the hypothesis:

(H0) Let f (f = u+ iv) be a complex-valued harmonic map from U into S0.

By Har0 we denote the family of all complex valued harmonics maps f from U

into the strip S0(that is the family of mappings which satisfy (H0)).

Set M0(u) = min{1, 2π (1 + |u|)}. Hence

Proposition 3.5. If u is a harmonic map from U into I0 = (−1, 1), then

|∇u(z)| ≤ 4

π
cos(

π

2
u(z))(1 − |z|2)−1, z ∈ U. (3.11)

|∇u(z)| ≤ 4

π

1− |u(z)|2
1− |z|2 , z ∈ U, (3.12)

|∇u(z)| ≤ 2M0(u)
1 − |u(z)|
1− |z|2 , z ∈ U. (3.13)

The results of this type are obtained by D. Kalaj and M. Vuorinen [32] and H.

Chen [17].

For the function û, defined in Example 3.1 by (3.4), holds equality in the first

inequality.
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Note that we do not suppose that u(0) = 0. By definition of HypS0 , we have that

if φ is a conformal map of U onto S0, then

|φ′(z)| = 4

π
cos
(π
2
Reφ(z)

)
(1− |z|2)−1, z ∈ U.

Hence by the property (II), the function û from Example 3.1 shows that the first

inequality is sharp.

PROOF. [Outline of proof of Proposition 3.5] Since f satisfies (H0), by (IIIb)

there is a holomorphic function F = Ff associated to f . If u = ReF , then by (IIb),

|∇u(z)| = |F ′(z)|, z ∈ U. Now an application of Proposition 3.4 (Sc-Ah.0)

(Schwarz-Ahlfors-Pick estimate (3.9)) yields (3.11). Set X(x) = sin(x), A =
(0,X(0)) and B = (1,X(1)). Since A = (0, 0) and B = (1, 1/

√
2) the equa-

tion of line L determined with A and B is y = k0x, where k0 = 1√
2
4
π is the slope

coefficient of the line L. Since X is convex on [0, π4 ], k0t ≤ X(t), t ∈ [0, π4 ], i.e.,
4
π t ≤

√
2 sin t, 0 ≤ t ≤ π

4 .

Hence

(i)
x√
2
≤ sin

(π
4
x
)
, i.e., x2 ≤ 2 sin2

(π
4
x
)
, x ∈ [0, 1].

Using that 1− cos(π2x) = 2 sin2(π4x) and the inequality (i), we prove

cos(π2x) ≤ 1− x2, |x| ≤ 1, and therefore we get

(A4)
π

2
(1− u2)−1 ≤ ρ0(w).

Using cos(π2u) = sin(π2 (1− |u|)) ≤ π
2 (1− |u|), we get

(A5) (1− |u|)−1 ≤ ρ0(w).

By (A4), (3.12) follows from (3.11) and now by (A5) we get (3.13).

Concerning the proof of Proposition 3.5, note that

1. by (A3), hypS0 ≤ hypU and by (A4), we find

(A6) HypU(x1, x2) ≤ 4
πHypS0(x1, x2), x1, x2 ∈ (−1, 1);

2. the inequality cos(π2x) ≤ 1 − x2, |x| ≤ 1, shows that λ0(u) ≤ 4
πρ0(w),

u = Rew.

λ0(w) tends to ∞ if |w| tends 1 throughout U. Recall ρ0(w) ≤ λ0(w), w ∈ U.
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3. Set χ(x) = λ0(x)/ρ0(x), x ∈ [−1, 1]. Then χ(x) = 4
πg(x), where g(x) =

cos(π2x)(1−x2)−1. By l’Hospital’s rule g(x) tends to π/4 and therefore χ(x)
tends to 1 if x→ 1−.

Hence we conclude that the inequality λ0(x) ≤ 4
πρ0(x), x ∈ [−1, 1], is sharp

near 0, but it is not sharp if |x| is near 1.

4. If 0 < t0 ≤ π/2 and I0 = [0, t0], then using the convexity of sinus-function on

I0, we find (sin(t0)/t0)t ≤ sin t, t ∈ [0, t0]. If 0 < t0 ≤ π/4, this inequality

is more precisely than (i) on I0.

If F is holomorphic map from U into S0 which satisfies (IIIb) (recall u = ReF ,

then HypS0(uz1, uz2) ≤ HypS0(Fz1, Fz2) ≤ HypU(z1, z2).

Hence by (A6), we get

(A7) HypU(u(z1), u(z2)) ≤ 4
πHypU(z1, z2).

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that D is a hyperbolic planar domain and v : D →
(−1, 1) is a real harmonic on D. Then

HypU(v(z1), v(z2)) ≤
4

π
HypD(z1, z2).

PROOF. If D is the unit disk U this result is reduced to (A7). It also follows from

(3.12) and it has been proved by Kalaj and Vuorinen [32].

In general case one can use a holomorphic cover P : U → D and define v̂ = v◦P.

For z, w ∈ D, let z′ ∈ P−1(z), w′ ∈ P−1(w). By the definition of v̂ it is clear that

v̂(z′) = v(z) and v̂(w′) = v(w). Since v̂ : U → (−1, 1), then by (A7)

HypU
(
v̂(z′), v̂(w′)

)
≤ 4

π
HypU(z

′, w′).

Since we can choose z′, w′ ∈ U such that HypU(z
′, w′) = HypD(z, w), and hence

we get a proof of Theorem 3.1.

3.3. The Schwarz lemma for harmonic maps

In the introduction we present shortly the content of this subsection. Now we discuss

the subject with more details.

The following theorem is known as the Schwarz lemma for harmonic maps from

U into itself.
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Theorem 3.2 (The Schwarz lemma for harmonic maps from U into U, [27], [21,

p. 77]). Let f ∈ Har(U,U) and f(0) = 0. Then

|f(z)| ≤ 4

π
arctan |z|, for all z ∈ U, (3.14)

and this inequality is sharp for each point z ∈ U.

In the literature this result is often attributed to E. Heinz [27]. Later, in 1977,

H. W. Hethcote [28] improved the above result by removing the assumption f(0) = 0
and showed the following:

Theorem 3.3 ([28, Theorem 1]). Let f ∈ Har(U,U). Then

∣∣∣∣f(z)−
1− |z|2
1 + |z|2 f(0)

∣∣∣∣ ≤
4

π
arctan |z|, for all z ∈ U.

It seems that the researchers have overlooked H. W. Hethcote result and they

have had some difficulties to handle the case f(0) 6= 0 in this context; see [62]. By

our method, we get a simple proof of an optimal version of the Schwarz lemma for

real valued harmonic functions (without the assumption that 0 is mapped to 0 by the

corresponding map), see Theorem 3.4 below which improves H. W. Hethcote result.

3.4. Euclidean properties of hyperbolic discs

Recently, M. Mateljević and M. Sveltik [64] proved a Schwarz lemma for real har-

monic functions with values in (−1, 1) using a completely different approach than B.

Burgeth [14].

In this subsection we follow [64] and we improve Theorem 3.3.

Definition 3.2. Recall by dD we denote the hyperbolic metric and by σD the

pseudo-hyperbolic metric on a hyperbolic planar domain D. Let λ > 0 be arbitrary.

By Dλ(a) (respectively Sλ(b)) we denote the hyperbolic disc in U (respectively in

S) with hyperbolic center a ∈ U (respectively b ∈ S) and hyperbolic radius λ. More

precisely Dλ(a) = {z ∈ U : dU(z, a) < λ} and Sλ(b) = {z ∈ S : dS(z, b) < λ}.

Also, Dλ(a) = {z ∈ U : dU(z, a) ≤ λ} and Sλ(b) = {z ∈ S : dS(z, b) ≤ λ}
are corresponding closed discs. Specially, if a = 0 (respectively b = 0) we omit a
(respectively b) from the notations.

Remark 3.1. If f is a conformal isomorphism from U onto S such that f(a) = b
then f(Dλ(a)) = Sλ(b) and f(Dλ(a)) = Sλ(b).
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Let r ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary. By Ur we denote Euclidean disc {z ∈ C : |z| < r}
and by Ur we denote the corresponding closed disc. Also, let

λ(r) = dU(r, 0) = log
1 + r

1− r
= 2artanh r.

Since dU(z, 0) = log
1 + |z|
1− |z| = 2artanh |z| for all z ∈ U, we have

Dλ(r) = {z ∈ C : 2 artanh |z| < 2 artanh r} = {z ∈ C : |z| < r} = Ur,

and similarly

Dλ(r) = U r.

The closed discs Dλ(r) and Sλ(r) are shown in Figure 1 and the following lemma

to claim that disc Sλ(r) be contained in a Euclidean rectangle.

Figure 1: Dλ(r) and Sλ(r)

Lemma 3.2. Let r ∈ (0, 1) be arbitrary. Then

Sλ(r) ⊂
[
− 4

π
arctan r,

4

π
arctan r

]
×
[
− 2

π
λ(r),

2

π
λ(r)

]
. (3.15)

In particular,

Re(Sλ(r)) =

[
− 4

π
arctan r,

4

π
arctan r

]
. (3.16)
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In order to appreciate the proof of the next lemma we give an example. For s > 0
setRs = [−1, 1]×[−s, s] and let ψs be conformal mapping of U ontoRs such that ψs

maps (−i, i) onto (−is, is) with ψs(0) = 0. Also, for r ∈ (0, 1) set Er,s = ψs(U r).
We leave to the interested reader to check that for r enough near to 1 the function e
on Er,s does not attain maximum at ψs(ir).

By de we denote euclidean distance in the complex plane.

Lemma 3.3. Let λ > 0 be arbitrary. Then

max{de(z, 0) : z ∈ Sλ} =
2

π
λ. (3.17)

Example 3.3. For a ∈ U, define ϕa(z) =
a− z

1− az
. It is well known that ϕa is a

conformal automorphism of U. Specially, for a ∈ (−1, 1), the mapping ϕa has the

following properties:

i) it is decreasing on (−1, 1) and maps (−1, 1) onto itself;

ii) for r ∈ [0, 1) it holds ϕa([−r, r]) = [ϕa(r), ϕa(−r)] =
[
a− r

1− ar
,
a+ r

1 + ar

]
.

Here we denote the strip S0 simple with S.

Example 3.4. Let b ∈ S be arbitrary and let φb be a conformal isomorphism

from U onto S such that φb(0) = b and φ′b(0) > 0. It is straightforward to check that

φb = φ ◦ ϕa, where a = tan
bπ

4
and ϕa is defined in Example 3.3. Specially, for

b ∈ (−1, 1), the mapping φb has the following properties:

i) it is decreasing on (−1, 1) and maps (−1, 1) onto itself;

ii) for r ∈ [0, 1) it holds

φb([−r, r]) = [mb(r),Mb(r)],

where

mb(r) = φb(r) =
4

π
arctan

a− r

1− ar

and

Mb(r) = φb(−r) =
4

π
arctan

a+ r

1 + ar
.

Recall recently, M. Mateljević and M. Sveltik [64] proved a Schwarz lemma for

real harmonic functions with values in (−1, 1) using a completely different approach

than B. Burgeth [14].
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Theorem 3.4 ([64]). Let u : U → (−1, 1) be a harmonic function such that

u(0) = b. Then

mb(|z|) ≤ u(z) ≤Mb(|z|) for all z ∈ U.

Moreover, this inequality is sharp for each z ∈ U, where

Mb(r) :=
4

π
arctan

a+ r

1 + ar
, mb(r) :=

4

π
arctan

a− r

1− ar
,

and a = tan(bπ/4).

This result also is proved by Szapiel [77]. Clearly Theorem 3.4 improves The-

orem 3.3 for real harmonic functions, as one can check the following elementary

proposition.

Proposition 3.6. Let b be in (−1, 1) and r ∈ [0, 1). Then we have

1. Mb(r) ≤
1− r2

1 + r2
b+

4

π
arctan r =: Ab(r)

and

mb(r) ≥
1− r2

1 + r2
b− 4

π
arctan r.

2. The mapping b 7→Mb(r) is increasing on (−1, 1).

Using a standard rotation, we can extend Theorem 3.4 for complex harmonic

functions from the unit disc into itself.

Theorem 3.5. Let f : U → U be a harmonic function from the unit disc into

itself. Then

|f(z)| ≤M|f(0)|(|z|)

holds for all z ∈ U.

PROOF. Fix z0 in the unit disc and choose unimodular λ such that λf(z0) =
|f(z0)|. Define u(z) = ℜ(λf(z)). Hence, using Theorem 3.4, we get

|f(z0)| = u(z0) ≤Mu(0)(|z0|) ≤M|f(0)|(|z0|),

as the mapping b 7→Mb(|z0|) is increasing.

For further results see [62, 36, 67, 76].
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3.5. Burgeth method

Definition 3.3. Recall σ = σp denotes the usual surface (Haar-) measure on

the sphere Sp−1, dσ corresponding area element, σ0 = σ/σp and ‖.‖ is the Eu-

clidean norm.. By ωp or V (Bp) we denote p-volume of the ball Bp and by σp p − 1-

dimensional volume of sphere S
p−1. Thus σ0 is the unique rotation invariant normal-

ized Borel measure on S
p−1 such that σ0(Sp−1) = 1.

In this paper expressions ωp−1/ωp and σp−1/σp we shortly denote by ω∗(p) and

σ∗(p) respectively on some places.

Burgeth [14] used the following notations.

Hc = Hc
p :=

{
h is harmonic (hyperbolic-harmonic) onBp : h(0) = c, 0 < h < 1

}
.

Kc denotes the Lebesgue space of essentially bounded functions f such that 0 ≤
f ≤ 1 σ-a.e. with

∫
Sp−1

fdσ0 = c. More precisely its elements are equivalence

classes f̃ of all functions g with g = f σ-a.e. By IA we denote the characteristic

function of A. Set

Mp
c (|x|) = 2

∫

Sp−1

IS(c,x̂)Pxdσ
0 − 1, (3.18)

mp
c(|x|) = 2

∫

Sp−1

IS(c,−x̂)Pxdσ
0 − 1, (3.19)

where x ∈ Bp and S(c, x̂) denotes the polar cap with center x̂ and σ-measure c.
Instead of S(c, x̂) we also use the notation S(x̂, γ).

Recall we use the following notations x̂ = x/|x| and 0̂ = e1, S(x̂, γ) = {y ∈
S2 : 〈y, x̂〉 ≥ cos γ} for the polar cap with center x̂, where γ is the spherical angle

of it.

Now we illustrate howM -method leads to the Burgeth method. Let us to consider

the inequality

(B1) h ∈ Hc then h(x) ≤M
p
c(|x|) :=

∫
Sp−1

IS(c,x̂)Pxdσ
0.

At first glance it is not clear whether the inequality (1) holds.

But we can use the trick that

h(x) = P [h∗](x) =
∫

Sp−1

(Px − t)h∗(y)dσ0(y) + th(0)

and choose t such that Px(y) = t for y ∈ S(x̂, γ). Then

h(x) ≤
∫

S(x̂,γ)
(Px − t)h∗(y)dσ(y) + th(0) ≤

∫

S(x̂,γ)
(Px − t)dσ0(y) + th(0).
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Hence, since σ(S(x̂, γ)) = h(0), we get (B1).

Check that

Mp
c (|x|) =

2√
π

Γ(p/2)

Γ(p−1
2 )

(1− |x|2))ν
∫ α(c)

0

sinp−2 ϕ

(1− 2|x| cosϕ+ |x|2)µ dϕ,

mp
c(|x|) =

2√
π

Γ(p/2)

Γ(p−1
2 )

(1− |x|2))ν
∫ π

π−α(c)

sinp−2 ϕ

(1− 2|x| cosϕ+ |x|2)µ dϕ,

where (ν, µ) = (1, p/2) in the harmonic case resp. (ν, µ) = (p − 1, p − 1) in the

hyperbolicharmonic case and α(c) is the spherical angle of S(c, x̂). For the sake of

simplicity we consider g = (1 + h)/2 ∈ Hc (g(0) = a). Our aim is to find the

extreme values of the integral
∫
Sp−1

Pxg
∗dσ0 where g is varying in Hc.

Define

Ux
c (z) := 2

∫

Sp−1

χS(c,x̂)Pz − 1 and uxc (z) := 2

∫

Sp−1

χS(c,−x̂)Pz − 1.

Note that for a fixed x the functions Ux
c and U t

c (respectively uxc and utc) are equal as

function of z if t ∈ [0, x̂). Hence we can write U x̂
c instead of Ux

c and in a similar way

ux̂c instead of uxc . For a fixed x the functions U x̂
c (z) and ux̂c (z) are harmonic in z.

Theorem 3.6 ([14]). Let h be a harmonic or hyperbolic-harmonic function with

|h| ≤ 1 and h(0) = a, −1 < a < 1. Then for c = (a+ 1)/2 and all x ∈ B
p

mp
c(|x|) ≤ h(x) ≤Mp

c (|x|). (3.20)

Equality on the right (resp.,left-) hand side for some z ∈ B
p \ {0} implies

h(x) = Ux
c (x) := 2

∫

Sp−1

χS(c,x̂)Px − 1, (3.21)

h(x) = uxc (x) := 2

∫

Sp−1

χS(c,−x̂)Px − 1. (3.22)

Note first that we can restate theorem in the form that for every x ∈ Bp and

z ∈ [o, x̂), we have

(B2) ux̂c (z) ≤ h(x) ≤ U x̂
c (z). A proof can be based on (B1), but we prefer to

illustrate the Burgeth approach.

PROOF. For simplicity we introduce g := (1 + h)/2 and note that g(0) = c ∈
(0, 1) and g ∈ Hc. Set A(t, x) = {Px > t}, A−(t, x) = {Px < t} and µ(t, x) =
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σ(A(t, x)). First, note that the function defined by t 7→ µ(t, x) (t ∈ R
+, x ∈ B

p) is

continuous and strictly decreasing, so to each c ∈]0, 1[ there exists a unique number

tc such that µ(tc, x) = c. Further note that IS(c,x̂) = IA(tc,x) ∈ Kc. Since g ∈ Hc we

note that there is g∗ ∈ Kc such that

g(x) = P [g∗](x) =
∫
Pxg

∗ dσ.

Fixing x ∈ B
p and note that

∫

Sp−1

g∗(Px − tc)IA−(tc,x) dσ
0 =

∫

A−(tc,x)
g∗(Px − tc) dσ

0 < 0.

Hence if in addition we suppose that g∗ 6= IS(c,x̂) we conclude

g(x) =

∫

Sp−1

Pxg
∗ dσ =

∫
(Px − tc)g

∗ dσ0 + ctc

=

∫
g∗(Px − tc)IA(tc,x) dσ + ctc +

∫
g∗(Px − tc)IA−(tc,x) dσ

0

<

∫
(Px − tc)IA(tc,x) dσ

0 + ctc

=

∫

Sp−1

IS(c,x̂)Px dσ =
1

2

(
Mp

c (|x|) + 1
)
.

Theorem 1 [14] stated here as Theorem 3.6 yields some corollaries. In particular,

we have

Theorem 3.7 (Corollary 2 in [14]). Let h be harmonic or hyperbolic-harmonic

on Bp with |h| ≤ 1 and h(0) = 0. Then the estimate

|∇h(0)| ≤





τp :=
2√
π

p

p− 1
cp if h is harmonic,

τ1p :=
4√
π
cp if h is hyperbolic harmonic

where cp = Γ(p/2)/Γ(p/2− 1/2). By (1), τp = 2ωp−1/ωp and therefore if h is

harmonic, |∇h| ≤ 2ωp−1/ωp.

For the background related to the Khavinson conjecture see Kresin-Ma’zya book

[42]. In the paper [45] Liu proved the Khavinson conjecture for harmonic functions

on n-dimensional the unit ball (previously M. Marković gave a proof for the points
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near the boundary of the unit ball, D. Kalaj for n = 4 and P. Melentijević for n = 3),

which says for bounded harmonic functions on the unit ball of Rn the sharp constants

in the estimates for their radial derivatives and for their gradients coincide. In the

paper [46], He further prove the following

Theorem 3.8. Let u be a real-valued bounded harmonic function on the unit ball

Bn of Rn. (i) When n = 2 or n ≥ 4, the following sharp inequality holds:

|∇u(x)| ≤ 2V (Bn−1)

V (Bn)

1

1− |x|2 |u|∞, x ∈ B
n, (3.23)

where mn denotes the Lebesgue measure on R
n. Equality holds if and only if x = 0

and u = U◦T for some orthogonal transformation T , where U is the Poisson integral

of the function that equals 1 on a hemisphere and −1 on the remaining hemisphere.

(ii) When n = 3 we have

|∇u(x)| ≤ 8

3
√
3

1

1− |x|2 |u|∞, x ∈ B
3. (3.24)

The constant 8
3
√
3

here is the best possible.

Remark 3.2. Note that the inequality (3.23) holds when n = 3 at x = 0. Curi-

ously, the inequality (3.23) fails when n = 3 in general. Note that 8
3
√
3
≈ 1.5396,

while the constant 2V (Bn−1)/V (Bn) in (3.23) equals 3/2 when n = 3.

Conjecture 3.1 ([46]). If u : Bn → [−1, 1] is a harmonic function,

|∇u(x)| ≤ 2V (Bn−1)

V (Bn)

1− u2(x)

1− |x|2 . (3.25)

We confirmed the conjecture for n = 3 and disprove it in general.

By A = Acap
n (γ) we denote the normalized n − 1-dimensional volume of the

spherical cap with contact angle γ. For α, β ∈ R, β > 0, the generalized Poisson

kernel is defined by

Pα,β(x, y) =
(1− |x|2)α
|x− y|2β , x ∈ B

n and y ∈ S.

Theorem 3.9 ([36]). Suppose (h1) Let h∗ : S → [−1, 1] be a bounded function

on S with values in [−1, 1] and h = Pα,β [h
∗]. Then,

|∇h(0)| ≤ Dn(γ, β) :=
4β

n

V (Bn−1)

V (Bn)
(sin γ)n−1, (3.26)
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where γ is the unique angle in [0, π] such that

A = Acap
n (γ) =

1 + h(0)

2
.

The estimate (3.26) is sharp and h0 := 2Pα,β

[
1S(en,γ)

]
− Uα,β;n is an extremal

function.

It is readable that Dn(γ, β) is sup |∇h(0)| where the suprimum is taken under

the class B1H
a
α,β of function h which satisfies (h1) with constraint h(0) = a, where

γ is determined by A = Acap
n (γ) = 1+a

2 . It is interesting that (sin γ)n−1 ≥ 1 − a2

and therefore

Dn(γ, β) ≥ (1− a2)
4β

n
ω∗(n)

for n ≥ 4. So the ratio volume ω∗(n) appears in our research. During our work on

the subject we realized that ω∗(n) has very interesting properties and that there are

remarkable upper and lower bounds for the ratio, see for example Borgwardt [11] and

Alzer [5].

Since √
n+ 1/2

2π
≤ ω∗(n) ≤

√
n− 1 + π/2

2π
,

we conclude that in harmonic case (β = n/2) (B) Dn(γ, n/2) ≥ 2ω∗(n)(1 − a2),
and therefore (B1) Dn(γ, n/2) → ∞ as n → ∞. Note that (B) also disprove Liu

conjecture.

For n = 2, D2(γ, 1/2) ≥ 2ω(2)(1 − a2), where ω(2) = 2/π.

Remark 3.3. 1. We use the formula for the normalized area of spherical cap

A(γ) =
(n− 1)ωn−1

nωn
A0,

where A0 =
∫ γ
0 (sin θ)

n−2dθ. In particular if under the hypothesis of Theorem

3.9, h is harmonic and Conjecture 3.1 is true then

(A0) (sin γ)n−1 ≤ 1− h2(0) = 4A(1 −A).

2. For n = 3 in (A0) holds equality.

3. For n = 2, A = γ/π, and (A0) can be written as

h2(0) ≤ (sin(γ/2) + cos(γ/2))2,
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4. i.e., |h(0)| ≤ a(γ) :=
√
2 sin(π4 + γ

2 ). If h(0) < 0, then

|h(0)| = b(γ) := 1− 2A = 1− 2

π
γ.

Since a(0) = b(0) = 1, a′(γ) =
√
2
2 cos(π4 + γ

2 ), b
′(γ) = − 2

π , (A0) holds.

4. Negative curvature and strip codomain

In this section we discuss some versions of the Schwarz lemma related to curva-

ture and several variables.

First we need some definitions and results.

4.1. The Riemann surfaces

In this subsection we collect some basic definitions and properties of Riemann sur-

faces.

1. A Riemann surface R is a complex manifold of complex dimension one. This

means that R is a connected Hausdorff topological space endowed with an

atlas: for every point p ∈ R there is a neighbourhood U containing p homeo-

morphic to an open subset of the complex plane C (the unit disk of the complex

plane) by a map z defined on U . The map z (we use also notation (U, z)) carry-

ing the structure of the complex plane to the Riemann surface is called a chart.

Additionally, the transition maps between two overlapping charts are required

to be holomorphic:

(i) If Uα ∩ Uβ 6= ∅, then zαβ = zβ ◦ z−1
α is complex analytic on zα(Uα ∩ Uβ).

If {Ui} form an open covering of R, the system is said to define a conformal

(analytic) structure on R. A point p ∈ Ui and zi = φi is referred to as a local

variable or local parameter (the terms coordinate patch, local coordinate, local

chart are also used in the literature). Sometimes is convenient to work with φ−1
i

which we call the inverse of the coordinate chart.

We speak of a surface if instead of (i) we require that the mappings zαβ are

only topological and of differentiable surface if they are of class C∞.

A function f : M → N between Riemann surfaces is analytic at p ∈ M if

there exist coordinate charts φ1 and φ2 about p and f(p) respectively such that

φ2 ◦ f ◦ (φ1)−1 is analytic at φ1(p). this definition is invariant under transition

maps. We say that f :M → N is analytic if it is analytic at each point p ∈M .
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2. A smooth covering of a surface S is a pair (W,f), where W is a surface and

f : W → S is a local homeomorphism (in the literature usually surjective is

required).

3. Let γ be a path on S. A path γ̃ with initial point a = γ̃(0) and with the

property f ◦ γ̃ = γ is called a lift of γ from a. It is easy to prove that on a

smooth covering of a surface the lift from a fixed initial point is unique.

From now on all covering surfaces are understood to be regular.

We also suppose that S is a surface and (W,f) its covering surface. If in

addition S and W are Riemann surfaces and f analytic, we call (W,f) analytic

covering.

4. A smooth covering of a surface S is said to be regular if every path on S has a

lift to W from each point which is over its initial points.

In this case f : W → S is surjective, and the cardinality of the set f−1(p) is

the same for all p ∈ S; show that the set of points that are covered exactly n
times is open and closed.

Let W and W ∗ be surfaces, and consider a mapping f : W ∗ → W . Let V
be open set on W . We shall say that V is evenly covered by (W ∗, f) if every

component of the inverse image f−1(V ) is in one-to-one (homeomorphic) cor-

respondence with V . A covering surface (W ∗, f) of W is said to be complete

if every point a ∈ W has an evenly covered open neighborhoods Va. One can

show that a covering surface is complete if and only if it is regular.

So, from now on all covering surfaces are understood to be complete.

5. The Poincaré-Koebe uniformization theorem (a generalization of the Riemann

mapping theorem) states that every simply connected Riemann surface is con-

formally equivalent to one of the following: The Riemann sphere Ĉ := C ∪
{∞}, which is isomorphic to the P

1(C); The complex plane C; The open

disk D := {z ∈ C : |z| < 1} which is isomorphic to the upper half-plane. A

Riemann surface is elliptic, parabolic or hyperbolic according to whether its

universal cover is isomorphic to P
1,C or D.

6. Every Riemann surface is the quotient of free, proper and holomorphic ac-

tion of a discrete group on its universal covering and this universal covering is

holomorphically isomorphic (one also says: ”conformally equivalent” or ”bi-

holomorphic”) to one of the following:

the Riemann sphere, the complex plane, the unit disk in the complex plane.
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On an oriented 2-manifold, a Riemannian metric induces a complex structure

using the passage to isothermal coordinates. The existence of isothermal coor-

dinates can be proved by other methods, for example using the general theory

of the Beltrami equation, as in Ahlfors [3] (2006), or by direct elementary

methods, as in Jost [30] (2006). From this correspondence with compact Rie-

mann surfaces, a classification of closed orientable Riemannian 2-manifolds

follows. Each such is conformally equivalent to a unique closed 2-manifold

of constant curvature, so a quotient of one of the following by a free action

of a discrete subgroup of an isometry group: the sphere (curvature +1), the

Euclidean plane (curvature 0), the hyperbolic plane (curvature −1).

7. There have been many investigations into the properties of surfaces with neg-

ative Gaussian curvature. One of the principal results in this area is due to

Efimov which states that no surface S with Gaussian curvature K ≤ d < 0 for

any constant d < 0 can be C2 immersed into R
3 so that S is complete in the

induced Riemannian metric; For a full exposition of Efimov’s theorem and its

proof see [68] and for some related results [66].

4.2. Yau-Royden result

There are many results related to the Schwarz lemma and holomorphic functions of

several variables, see for example [38, 1, 13, 24, 37, 39, 40, 60, 70, 71, 85, 86, 82, 88]

and literature cited there. Here we will mention only a few of them.

Yau [88] proved the following generalization of Schwarz lemma.

Theorem 4.1 (Yau). Let M be a complete Kähler manifold with Ricci curva-

ture bounded from below by a constant, and N be another Hermitian menifold with

holomorphic bisectional curvature bounded from above by a negative constant. Then

any holomorphic mapping f from M into N decrease distances up to a constant

depending only on the curvature of M and N .

Royden [70] improved the estimate in Yau theorem.

Theorem 4.2 (Royden). Let M be a complete Hermitian manifold with holo-

morphic sectional curvature bounded from below by a constant −k, k ≥ 0 , and N
be another Hermitian manifold with holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from

above by a negative constant −K, K > 0. Assume either that M has Riemann

sectional curvature bounded from below or that M is Kähler with holomorphic bi-

sectional curvature bounded from below. Then any holomorphic mapping f from M
into N satisfies

‖df‖2 ≤ k

K
.
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4.3. The Kobayashi metric

Definition 4.1. 1. Let G be bounded connected open subset of complex Ba-

nach space, p ∈ G and v ∈ TpG. We define kG(p,v) = inf{|h|}, where

infimum is taking over all h ∈ T0C for which there exists a holomorphic func-

tion such that φ : U → G such that φ(0) = p and dφ(h) = v.

Let G be an open subset of Cn, p ∈ G and v ∈ TpG.

2. If φ maps D into G, we define

LGφ(p, v) = sup
{
λ : φ(0) = p, dφ0(1) = λv

}
,

and LG(p, v) = supLGφ(p, v), where the supremum is taken over all maps

φ : D → G which are analytic in D with φ(0) = p. Note that

LG(p, v)kG(p, v) = 1.

If G is the unit ball, we write Lφ(p, v) instead of LGφ(p, v). We also use the

notation kobG instead of kG. We call kobG Kobayashi-Finsler norm on tangent

bandle.

For some particular domains, we can explicitly compute Kobayashi norm of a

tangent vector by the corresponding angle.

We define the distance function on G by integrating the pseudometric kG: for

z, z1 ∈ G,

KobG(z, z1) = inf
γ

∫ 1

0
kG(γ(t), γ̇(t)) dt (4.1)

where the infimum is taken over all piecewise paths γ : [0, 1] → Gwith γ(0) = z and

γ(1) = z1. In complex geometry, the Kobayashi metric is a pseudometric intrinsi-

cally associated to any complex manifold. It was introduced by S. Kobayashi in 1967

[37]. Kobayashi hyperbolic manifolds are an important class of complex manifolds,

defined by the property that the Kobayashi pseudometric is a metric. Kobayashi hy-

perbolicity of a complex manifold X implies that every holomorphic map from the

complex line C to X is constant. Here we list some properties: Every bounded do-

main in C
n is hyperbolic.

A hermitian manifold M whose holomorphic sectional curvature is bounded

above by a negative constant is hyperbolic.

In general we say that a metric space M is complete if for each point p ∈M and

each positive number r the closed ball of radius r around p is a compact subset of M .

If M is complete in this sense, then every Cauchy sequence of M converges, but not

conversely in general.
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If M is a complex manifold with complete Carathéodory distance cM , then M is

a complete hyperbolic manifold.

4.4. The monodromy theorem

A topological space X is called simply connected (or 1-connected, or 1-simply con-

nected) if it is path-connected and every closed path can be continuously transformed

in X to a point.

There every path between two points can be continuously transformed (intuitively

for embedded spaces, staying within the space) into any other such path while pre-

serving the two endpoints in question.

If, however, one can continuously deform one of the curves into another while

keeping the starting points and ending points fixed, and analytic continuation is pos-

sible on each of the intermediate curves, then the analytic continuations along the two

curves will yield the same results at their common endpoint. This is called the mon-

odromy theorem and its statement is made precise below. A sufficient criterion for the

single-valuedness of a branch of an analytic function. Let D be a simply-connected

domain in the complex space C
n, n = 1. Now, if an analytic function element

F(z0; r0) = (f0, B(z0, r0), with centre z0 ∈ D, can be analytically continued along

any path in D, then the branch of an analytic function f(z), z = (z1, . . . , zn), arising

by this analytic continuation is single-valued in D, see for example [80]. In other

words, the branch of the analytic function f(z) defined by the simply-connected do-

mainD and the elementS(z0; r0) with centre z0 ∈ D must be single-valued. Another

equivalent formulation is: If an element S(z0; r0) can be analytically continued along

all paths in an arbitrary domain D ⊂ C
n, then the result of this continuation at any

point z∗ ∈ D (that is, the element F(z∗; r∗) = (f∗, B(z∗, r∗)) with centre z∗) is

the same for all homotopic paths in D joining z0 to z∗. The monodromy theorem is

valid also for analytic functions f(z) defined in domains D on Riemann surfaces or

on Riemann domains.

4.5. New results

In Section 3. we described the strip method, see also [64] and [60]. Recall that here

by λ0 and σ0 we denote respectively hyperbolic metric on the unit disk and on the

strip S0 := (−1, 1) ×R.

The main result of [47] is there Theorem 3.1 stated here as

Theorem 4.3. Let S be a surface with a conformal metric density ρ = ρS and

assume that its curvature is bounded by a negative constant from below, i.e., let

(h1): KS(p) ≥ −k, p ∈ S, where k > 0.
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Let dS be a distance on S induced by the conformal metric ρS .

(i) For an analytic mapping f on S which has its the real part in (−1, 1), we have

HypU(u(z1), u(z2)) ≤ k
4

π
dS(z1, z2),

z1, z2 ∈ S, where u = Re f .

(ii) For an analytic mapping f : S → U, we have

HypU(u(z1), u(z2)) ≤ kdS(z1, z2), z1, z2 ∈ S.

The result caught our attention. It seems that the hypotheses need to be clarified.

In particular we need to check the following:

1. It seems here that we need to suppose in addition that (h2): (S, dS) is complete

metric space, and to write

2. (h3): KS(p) ≥ −k2, instead of (h1).

3. If S is hyperbolic Riemman surface, whether hypS ≤ kρS on S?

A proof can be deduced from Schwarz lemma for analytic functions using the

following:

(A1) λ0(|z|, |w|) ≤ λ0(z, w), z, w ∈ D.

(A2) σ0(Re z,Rew) ≤ σ0(z, w), z, w ∈ S0.

(A3) π
4λ0(x, y) ≤ σ0(x, y) on (−1, 1).

Proof of (A1) and (A2) follow from simple geometric consideration related to

hyperbolic densities of D and S0.

Proof of (A3) is based on the inequality cos(π/2x) ≤ 1− x2 on (−1, 1).
Now we prove a generalization of Theorem 3.1 and M. Marković result stated the

above as Theorem 4.3.

Theorem 4.4. (h1) Let S be Riemann surface with complete metric ρ curvature

bounded from below by a constant −k2, k > 0, and (h2) u : S → (−1, 1) harmonic.

If σ0 is the hyperbolic distance on the strip S0, we have

(i) σ0(u(p), u(q)) ≤ kdS(p, q), p, q ∈ S.

First we give some comments:

1. If S is hyperbolic surface and satisfies (h1) then hypS ≤ kρ on S.
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2. Note that the hypothesis (h1) that the metric is complete is crucial here. For

example if S = U, u(z) = x, and density e = 1 is euclidean density, then

K(e) = 0, but there is no k > 0 such that σ0 ≤ ke on D.

3. Note that that (h1) does not implies that S is hyperbolic Riemann surface in

general. Namely, if S = C with euclidean e metric on C then (C, e) satisfy

hypothesis (h1), but C is not hyperbolic.

PROOF. If S is not hyperbolic, then u is a constant. If S is hyperbolic and π :
D → S, then π∗ρ is complete on D and therefore hypD ≤ kπ∗ρ. Hence (1) hypS ≤
kdρ. Further U = u ◦ π is harmonic and there is holomorphic F on D such that

U = ReF and therefore σ0(Uz,Uw) ≤ σ0(Fz, Fw) ≤ Hyp(z, w), z, w ∈ D.

Hence if z ∈ π−1(p) and w ∈ π−1(q), we have σ0(u(p), u(q)) ≤ HypS(p, q) and by

(1) we get (i).

The author communicated at Belgrade seminar in June 2021, the following re-

sults:

Theorem 4.5. Let G be an open subset of Cn (more generally complex manifold)

and u : G → (−1, 1) pluriharmonic function. Then σ0(u(p), u(q)) ≤ KobG(p, q),
p, q ∈ G.

Theorem 4.6. Let M be a complete simply connected Hermitian manifold with

holomorphic sectional curvature bounded from below by a constant −k2, k ≥ 0 .

Assume either that M has Riemann sectional curvature bounded from below or that

M is Kähler with holomorphic bisectional curvature bounded from below. Then for

any u :M → (−1, 1) pluriharmonic, we have σ0(u(p), u(q)) ≤ kdM (p, q).

Note that A. Khalfallah [35] considered pseudo-distances defined by plurihar-

monic functions.

Concerning further research for the beginning we can try to generalize Theorem

4.5 and consider the following question:

Question 2. Can we reduce proof of a version of Yau-Royden Theorem to a ver-

sion of Schwarz lemma for surfaces?

In connection with Royden’s theorem 4.2 we have the following question:

Question 3. Let (M,g) be a complete Hermitian manifold with holomorphic

sectional curvature bounded from below by a constant −k2, k ≥ 0. Whether kdM ≥
dKob ?
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We suggest an idea to consider here the pull back metric φ∗g on D, where φ :
D → M is analytic and try to compare it with λ/k. But here we have a problem

because in general case of a Hermitian manifold (M,g), φ∗g is not complete on D.

It seems that it is true if M is Riemann surface.

5. The Schwarz lemma for harmonic and quasiconformal maps

Assume that f is a h-qch mapping from the unit disc U onto itself. Recall that by

λ we denote hyperbolic density on U. Let λ∗ = λ∗f = λ ◦f |fz| and K0 = Kλ∗ be

the Gaussian curvature of λ∗. Let σ = (1− k)2λ∗. Hence, the Gaussian curvature of

the conformal metric ds2 = σ(z)|dz|2 satisfies

K(σ)(z) = − 1

(1− k)2

(
1 + |µ(z)|2 + 2Re

(
(f(z))2 fz(z) fz̄(z)

|fz(z)|2

))
, (5.1)

for all z ∈ U. If we set

A(z) =

(
(f(z))2 fz(z) fz̄(z)

|fz(z)|2

)
=

(
(f(z))2q

p

)

and B(z) = 2ReA(z), then (cf. [41])

K(σ)(z) = − 1

(1− k)2
(
1 + |µ(z)|2 +B(z)

)
.

Wan [81] showed that

Theorem 5.1 (Wan). Every harmonic quasi-conformal diffeomorphism from ∆
onto itself with respect to Poincaré metric is a quasi-isometry of Poincaré disk.

Let ρ0 = σ ◦f |fz| and K0 = Kρ0 the Gaussian curvature of ρ. In his proof

Wan [81] used the method of sub-solutions and super-solutions and the fact that ρ0
is complete metric. Recall, we will show in a forthcoming paper that we can use

Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma and Theorem 6 instead of the method of sub-solutions and

super-solutions and, in particular, that a proof of Wan’s result can be based on these

results.

Definition and properties of Harmonic and quasiregular maps. Let R and S
be two surfaces. Let σ(z)|dz|2 and ρ(w)|dw|2 be the metrics with respect to the

isothermal coordinate charts on R and S respectively, and let f be a C2-map from R
to S.
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It is convenient to use notation in local coordinates df = p dz + q dz, where

p = fz and q = fz. Also we introduce the complex (Beltrami) dilatation

µf = Belt[f ] =
q

p
,

where it is defined.

The energy integral of f is

E(f, ρ) =

∫

R
ρ ◦f (|p|2 + |q|2) dxdy .

A critical point of the energy functional is called a harmonic mapping. The Euler-

Lagrange equation for the energy functional is

τ(f) = fzz + (log ρ)w ◦f p q = 0 .

Thus, we say that a C2-map f from R to S is ρ-harmonic (shortly harmonic) if f
satisfies the above equation. For basic properties of harmonic maps and for further

information on the literature we refer to Jost [29] and Schoen-Yau [73].

The following facts and notation are important in our approach:

A1 If f is a harmonic mapping then

ϕdz2 = ρ ◦f p q dz2

is a quadratic differential on R, and we say that ϕ is the Hopf differential of f and we

write ϕ =Hopf(f).

A2 The Gaussian curvature on S is given by

KS = −1

2

∆ log ρ

ρ
.

A3 We will use the following notation µ = Belt[f ] = q/p and τ = log(1/|µ|),

|∂f |2 = ρ

σ
|p|2, Je(f) = |p|2 − |q|2, J(f) =

ρ

σ
Je(f)

and Bochner formula (see [73]).

If f is ρ-harmonic then

∆R log |∂f | = −KS J(f) +KR ,

∆R log |∂̄f | = KS J(f) +KR ,
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∆τ = −KS |ϕ| sinh τ .
A4 Definition of quasiregular function. LetR and S be two Riemann surfaces

and f : R → S be a C2-mapping. If P is a point on R, P̃ = f(P ) ∈ S, φ a local

parameter on R defined near P and ψ a local parameter on S defined near P̃ , then the

map w = h(z) defined by h = ψ ◦ f ◦φ−1|V (V is a sufficiently small neighborhood

of P ) is called a local representer of f at P . The map f is called k-quasiregular if

there is a constant k ∈ (0, 1) such that for every representer h, at every point of R,

|hz| ≤ k|hz|.
Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma for harmonic-quasiregular maps. Let σ0 =

√
ρ◦f |p|

and K0 = Kσ0 the Gaussian curvature of σ0.

If we take euclidean metric on R by Bochner formula K0 = KS (1− |µ|2)
Further suppose that the Gaussian curvature of the metric ds2 = ρ(w)|dw|2 be

uniformly bounded from above on S by the negative constant −a2, a > 0 and that f
is k-qc.

Then K0 ≤ a2(k2 − 1) and bσ0, where b = a
√
1− k2, is ultrahyperbolic and

therefore by Ahlfors-Schwarz lemma bσ0 ≤ λ. Next if σ+ =
√
ρ ◦f (|p|+ |q|), then

σ+ ≤ (1 + k)σ and hence σ+ ≤
√
K/a.

Hence we can prove the following result.

Theorem 5.2 (Theorem 5.1 [41]). Let R be hyperbolic surfaces with Poincare

metric densities λ and S be another with Poincare metric densities ρ and let the Gaus-

sian curvature of the metric ds2 = ρ(w)|dw|2 be uniformly bounded from above on

S by the negative constant −a2, a > 0. Then any ρ-harmonic k-quasiregular map

f from R into S decreases distances up to a constant
√
K/a depending only on a

and k.

Proposition 5.1. Let R be hyperbolic surfaces with Poincare metric densitiy λ
and S be another with metric densitiy ρ. Suppose that (S, ρ) is complete and let

the Gaussian curvature of the metric ds2 = ρ(w)|dw|2 be uniformly bounded from

below on S by the negative constant −b2, a > 0.

Then any ρ-harmonic k-quasiconformal map f from R into S,

λ(z1, z2) ≤
b

1− k
dρ(f(z1), f(z2)). (5.2)

PROOF. If −b2 ≤ KS ≤ −a2, then K0 ≥ −b2 and f is k-qc, lf ≥ (1 − k)|fz|.
Next by opposite Ahlfors lemma bσ0 ≥ λ and therefore b

√
ρ◦flf ≥ (1−k)λ. Hence

(5.2) holds.

M is a complete simply-connected Riemannian manifold whose curvature satis-

fies −b2 ≤ K ≤ −a2 for some positive constants 0 < a < b. In this setting, we say

pinched Hadamard manifold with constants 0 < a < b.
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For instance, the hyperbolic disk D is a pinched Hadamard surface with constant

curvature −1.

Let S with metric density ρ be a pinched Hadamard surface with constants 0 <
a < b and λ Poincaré density. Then λb ≤ ρ ≤ λa. Y. Benoist & D. Hulin [8] prove

Theorem 5.3. Let h : S → R be a harmonic quasi-isometric map between

pinched Hadamard surfaces. Then h is a quasi-conformal diffeomorphism.

They give a short new proof the injectivity result:

(B) Any harmonic quasi-isometric map between hyperbolic disks d is quasi-

conformal harmonic diffeomorphism, and used (B) as a starting point to prove Theo-

rem 5.3. Note that (B) is an output of Markovic solution [49] of the Schoen Conjec-

ture:

Theorem 5.4. every quasisymmetric homeomorphism of the circle bH2 admits

a harmonic quasiconformal extension to the hyperbolic plane H
2. This proves the

Schoen Conjecture.

The author communicated at Belgrade seminar in June 2021, the following result:

Theorem 5.5. Let h : S → R be a harmonic quasi-isometric map between

pinched Hadamard surfaces. Then h is bi-Lip.

The proof is based on Proposition 5.1.

6. Applications

Uniformly bounded maximal ϕ-disks, Bers space and harmonic maps. Let ϕ
be an analytic function on the unit disk ∆. Then ϕ belongs to Bers space Q = Q(∆)
if

ess supω(z)2|ϕ(z)| < +∞ ,

where ω(z) = 1− |z|2.

In this section we will give an uniform estimate of radius of maximal ϕ-disks of

the Hopf differential of a quasiregular harmonic map with respect to strongly nega-

tively curved metric (see below Theorem 6.1). As an application we show that the

Hopf differential of a quasiregular harmonic map with respect to strongly negatively

curved metric belongs to Bers space. First we define maximal ϕ-disks.

Maximal ϕ-disk. Let ϕ be an analytic function on the unit disk ∆ and let z0 be

a regular point of ϕ, i.e. ϕ(z0) 6= 0. Let Φ0 be a single valued branch of

w = Φ(z) =

∫ √
ϕ(z) dz
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near z0, Φ(z0) = 0. There is a neighborhood U of z0 which is mapped one-to-one

conformally onto an open set V in the w-plane. We can assume, by restriction, that

V is a disk around w = 0. The inverse Φ−1
0 is a conformal homeomorphism of V

into ∆ and evidently there is a largest open disk V0 around w = 0 such that the

analytic continuation of Φ−1
0 (which is still denoted by Φ−1

0 ) is homeomorphic, and

that Φ−1
0 (V0) ⊂ ∆. The image U0 = Φ−1

0 (V0) is called the maximal ϕ-disk around

z0; its ϕ-radius (injectivity radius) r0 is the Euclidean radius of V0.

For the definition of ϕ-disks and a discussion of their important role in the theory

of holomorphic quadratic differentials we refer the interested reader to Strebel’s book

[75].

Theorem 6.1 ([6]). Let ρ be the metric on ∆ with Gaussian curvature K uni-

formly bonded from above on ∆ by the negative constant −a, and let f be a harmonic

k-quasiregular map from ∆ into itself with respect to the metric ρ. If R = Rz is the

radius of the maximal ϕ-disk around z, where ϕ =Hopf(f), then R is bounded from

above by the constant C which depends only on k and a.

PROOF. LetR = Rz be the radius of the maximal ϕ-disk U = Uz around z ∈ ∆.

Since f is k-qusiregular then τ ≥ m, where m = log 1
k , m > 0. Let ζ = Φ(z) be

the natural parameter in U and Φ(U) = V = B(0, R) With respect to the parameter

ζ the Bochner formula takes the simple form

∆τ = −K sinh τ .

Since K ≤ −a and τ ≥ m, we conclude that

∆τ ≥ δeτ on V, (6.1)

where δ = a sinhm/em. Let ds = λ(ζ)|dζ|, where λ(ζ) = 2R/(R2 − |ζ|2) is the

hyperbolic metric on V and let λ̃(ζ) =
(
δeτ(ζ)/2

)1/2
. From (6.1) we have for the

Gaussian curvature of the metric ds̃ = λ̃(ζ)|dζ| on V that K̃ ≤ −1 and then we can

use the Ahlfors-Schwarz Lemma 1 (see also [2]) to obtain

δ

2k
≤ λ̃2(ζ) ≤ λ2(ζ). (6.2)

Setting ζ = 0 in (6.2) one obtains R2 ≤ 8k/δ.

In [6], I. Anić, V. Marković and M. Mateljević characterize Bers space by means

of maximal ϕ-disks. As an application, using Theorem 6.1, they show that the Hopf

differential of a quasiregular harmonic map with respect to strongly negatively curved
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metric belongs to Bers space. Also they give further sufficient or necessary conditions

for a holomorphic function to belong to Bers space.

Letϕ be a quadratic differential on a hyperbolic Riemann surfaceRwith Poincaré

metric ds2 = ρ(z)|dz|2. Let p ∈ R and let z be a local parameter near p. We will

define

‖ϕ‖(p) = ρ−1(z(p))|ϕ(z(p))|.
We say that ϕ belongs to the Bers space of R (notation Q(R)) if ‖ϕ‖ is a uniformly

bounded function on R.

Theorem 6.2. ( [6]) Let R and S be hyperbolic surfaces with metric densities σ
and ρ respectively and let the Gaussian curvature of the metric ds2 = ρ(w)|dw|2 be

uniformly bounded from above on S by the negative constant −a. If f is a harmonic

k-quasiregular map from R into S with Hopf differential ϕ, then ϕ ∈ Q(R).

PROOF. Let f̃ be the lifting of f which maps ∆ into itself and let ϕ̃ be the lifting

of the quadratic differential ϕ. Let ρ̃ be the lifting of the density ρ. Since f̃ is

harmonic with respect to the metric ρ̃(w̃)|dw̃|2 on ∆ and k-quasiregular then, by

Theorem 2 [6], ϕ̃ ∈ Q(∆). Hence ϕ ∈ Q(R).
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